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Streetlighting just got intelligent

GridLight™: lower costs, carbon and complexity

About 40% of the average city’s energy budget goes to lighting the streets.  That’s a lot of 
energy, a lot of money and a lot of carbon emissions.

Unfortunately, a huge portion of the light generated is completely wasted, because the 
lights go on too early in the evening, stay on too long in the morning – or simply over-
illuminate areas that don’t need much light at all.

It happens because cities have had no alternative: Almost every city still uses outdated 
street lighting systems based on thousands of photocells and timers that are chronically 
out of sync.

Amplex GridLight™ is the intelligent, automated streetlight management system that deliv-
ers 25-35% energy savings – driving down your city’s carbon footprint while saving money.  
It’s the clear choice for the energy efficient city.

The idea is simple: put intelligent monitoring and control in every street light cabinet and 
network them all together into a centralized streetlight management system that you can 
monitor, automate and control.

The benefits

• Save money – streetlights go on and off exactly when they should

• Save energy – set  your streetlights to Energy Savings Mode (ESM) at off-peak traffic hours

• Cut carbon emissions – without cutting quality of service

• Simplify maintenance – and prolong bulb life

• Improve public safety – with total visibility and rapid response 



Utility Intelligence™

It’s all about Utility Intelligence™

GridLight™ is just one example of Utility Intelligence™, our unique approach to improving 
the efficiency, effectiveness and environmental impact of municipalities and their utility 
infrastructures.

Utility Intelligence™ is based on real-time monitoring, automation and control of any util-
ity infrastructure assets including streetlights, low-voltage power networks, water distri-
bution systems and smart meters.

Utility Intelligence™ is the logical first step towards smarter, greener cities that cost less 
to run.  And we can prove it.

How Beijing cut energy costs by 28%

The Beijing Capital Highway Development Company chose GridLight™ to better manage 
its streetlights and reduce energy and carbon emissions.

Applying Energy Savings Mode to the streetlights cut energy usage by 28%, with more 
savings delivered through reduced maintenance costs. 

Beijing’s streetlights are turned on at twilight and remain fully on until the end of peak 
traffic hours.  Lights are set to Energy Savings Mode throughout the night, returning to 
full voltage as the morning traffic starts.  This continues until dawn, when the lights are 
automatically shut off – accurately and reliably.

“We are happy with the savings Amplex achieved on the project - our original target was only 
25%. GridLightTM is superior in its technology and energy savings. In the future, it will be our 
first choice for streetlight projects.”  

Wang Desen
BCHDC Project Manager

Typical energy and cost savings experienced 
using GridLight™ range from 25-35%, as expe-
rienced in deployments in China, Indonesia, 
Malaysia, Turkey, the Gulf region, USA and Den-
mark. Ask to see the data.
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How all streetlights 
should be managed
Simple, modular, flexible and very, very intelligent.

Old-fashioned streetlight timers and photocells waste money and energy.

GridLight™ puts low-cost, intelligent agents into your streetlighting cabinets to drive 
down costs, reduce energy consumption and make it easy to monitor and manage the 
entire system, in real time.

Intelligence at cabinet level

Because our agents sit in the streetlight control cabinets, GridLight™ costs much less than 
systems that require deployments on every pole. As a result, our payback time is mea-
sured in months instead of years.

When you need more granular control, GridLight™ offers pole-level deployment as well – 
as well as a hybrid solution that combines pole-level and cabinet-level control in a single 
city.

One street at a time

GridLight™ is a great way to drive down costs across your entire streetlight network – 
whether that’s city-wide, regional or even national.

But because it’s such a modular system, you can start small and ramp-up over time, pay-
ing for the rollout with savings.

GridLight™ lets you start with a single street and monitor your energy and cost improve-
ments within weeks.  It’s the perfect way to pilot GridLight™ - or to control and automate 
a single street or area.



The benefits of centralized streetlighting

Turning standalone streetlights into an intelligent streetlighting network lets you drive 
down operational costs while improving quality of service and public safety.

Instead of relying on public reports of streetlight failures, your maintenance team sees 
the problems before they’re reported.  And with burn hour data, you can plan cost- 
effective proactive maintenance instead of expensive reactive repair.

The control room GIS and mapping features make it easy to dispatch the right resource 
at the right time and rich field tools simplify remote management. It’s all about efficiency 
and effectiveness.

Utility Intelligence™

GridLight - Full Solution Overview
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Energy Savings Mode

The chart shows burn hours through the year in a Northern city. With two different levels 
of ESM, the city gets total savings of 35% in energy and cost.

The intelligent Energy Savings Mode allows you to regulate the voltage in certain areas at 
specified times, reducing energy and costs by anywhere from 25 – 35%.  Instead of light-
ing an industrial area on a Sunday with the same intensity as a shopping street at holiday 
time, you decide where, when and how you want to allocate your lighting budget.

Set as many different ESM levels as you like.  The most conservative settings can save 
money with almost no noticeable change in brightness.  And since the Energy Savings 
Mode controls over-voltage situations, bulb life is improved for further savings.



Utility Intelligence™

User-friendly web interface

When you streamline operations and start controlling your streetlights from a cen-
tral location, you need a tool for visualizing the status of your installation. See alarms,  
status, burnhour counts, make system changes, turn the lights on and off and pull useful 
reports from the web interface. 

GridLight™ Performance View™ gives you Key Performance Indicators (KPI) that easily 
provide the basic knowledge needed to manage an entire city. You can always dig down 
to the data looking for faults, inventory information, location map etc.
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The GridLight™ Advantage
The proven, practical solution that controls millions of streetlights 
worldwide.

• Central streetlight control – for improved accuracy, system visibility and operational efficiency

• Intelligent Energy Savings Mode – using voltage regulation instead of expensive electronic ballast

• Energy Management – benchmark with historical data or compare different areas 

• Cabinet-level metering and control – for fast payback; with pole-level granularity as needed

• Power quality monitoring – identify problems and prevent system failures

• Improved public safety – with more accurate, more reliable lighting and faster response to outages

• Intelligence for better management – full burn hour reports, fault monitoring and load balancing functions

• Simplified maintenance – through automation, inventory management, remote control and advanced field tools 

• Fast deployment – with cabinet level control, multi-carrier communication and the SmartDeploy™ Methodology

• Proven – in more than 100 deployments powering millions of streetlights worldwide, every night on 5 continents.
 

Our partners

Amplex works closely with our local partners to make the best ressources available to you. Local knowledge coupled 
with international experience from projects in all sorts of climates give us the expertise that is necessary to make our 
solutions stand out and deliver what is promised.

We work together with many different companies to make sure that you get a solution that fixes your problems and 
gives you valuable insight, energy savings and improved streetlight.

Our partners know your business and can help you with the best possible solution that perfectly match your require-
ments. Nothing more, nothing less. Read more at www.amplex.dk/partners.

GridLight Solo™: a flexible entry-level solution

For certain types of installations and projects, a full-scale GridLight solution may be too advanced.

GridLight Solo™ offers simple control of streetlight and outdoor lighting installations with a safe SMS message system 
that lets users turn streetlights on and off, automatically by twilight table/photocell or manually via mobile phone. If 
the system generates an alarm, it is sent to a customer-defined mobile phone. 

There is no need for server equipment, and with pre-programmed communications modules installed in the control 
cabinets, GridLight Solo™ is an excellent entry point for customers with smaller installations such as streetlight seg-
ments, parking lots, tunnels, park lights, etc.

Using similar components, GridLight Solo™ can be upgraded to a full server-based GridLight™ solution without even 
making a field trip.



Utility Intelligence™

The components: Modular means flexible

GridLight™ is a modular system that combines:

• Communications and control modules

• Interface to cabinet meters from all leading brands, i.e. Landis+Gyr, Elster, Iskra, Echelon,...

• Voltage regulation modules

• A data center and control room platform

• Hosted solution or on-premises server

With its modular structure, GridLight™ is easy to configure for the exact needs of each de-
ployment. Adding options and features is as easy as changing communications carriers. 
Including cutting-edge field tools for installation and management.

GridTool™ - The ultimate field tool for GridLight™

In-depth knowledge and instant access to field equipment such as smart meters, poles, 
fixtures, bulbs, control cabinets, feeders, circuit breakers, etc. are crucial for efficient main-
tenance, control and repair.

The app-based GridTool™ from Amplex gathers valuable field information and ensures syn-
chronization between field workers and the office.

GridTool™ is the perfect replacement for error-prone and easily outdated paper-based in-
formation collection. It is an invaluable tool for:

• Field surveys

• Roll-out management

• Commissioning

• Ongoing maintenance and repair

GridTool™ ensures that changes made in the field are instantly synchronized with the cen-
tral GridLight™ system instead of spending weeks and months in queue for data entry.

With location awareness, GridTool™ can link each location with descriptive attribute infor-
mation, reducing the risk of errors.

Field workers can always determine exactly which installation is the closest as GridTool™ 
suggests the nearest substation/streetlight cabinet, etc. Alternatively, the field worker can 
use the map to find others in the near proximity.
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The Amplex OpenCity Architecture™

Amplex GridLight™ is deployed on the OpenCity Architecture™, a modular, carrier-neutral 
platform based on open standards. It’s a powerful monitoring and management platform 
that helps utilities and municipalities run their systems in greener, smarter ways that pay 
for themselves by driving down costs. 

GridLight™ deployments also integrate easily with Amplex StartGrid™, our low-voltage 
power distribution manager, so you can monitor and control streetlights together with 
your entire low-voltage power distribution network.  Open interfaces also mean easy in-
tegration with existing utility systems, including billing, GIS, data analysis and energy 
management.

Amplex WaterWise™
Follow the water to identify
and attack loss and protect 
against fl ooding.

Amplex MeterMind™
Advanced Metering Infrastructure 
for intelligence from a holistic top view 
down to user level.

Amplex StartGrid™
Visibility, automation and control
for your low voltage network.

Amplex GridLight™
Stop wasting money 
and energy on poorly 
controlled streetlighting.



The bottom line
Too may cities waste too much money and energy on inefficient streetlight 
management.  

Amplex GridLightTM makes it easy to take control of every streetlight while driving down costs, energy usage and carbon emis-
sions.

Because it deploys quickly and easily at the cabinet level – and because it cuts energy usage by 25-35% – GridLightTM achieves 
payback in a fraction of the time of over-engineered pole-level solutions.

GridLight™ have integrated energy management so you can benchmark your savings, profile your energy consumption and 
compare your different energy saving initiatives. The fully integrated inventory management, field tool and location aware 
services makes service much more streamlined so you can’t help getting significant savings on your operational costs.

And the savings and energy reduction continue year after year after year. 

It’s the perfect first step towards a smarter, greener city.

Utility Intelligence™
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Version 1.0

Carbon Killers™

We kill carbon for a living. This lets you cut loss, drive down operational costs, minimise your carbon footprint and prepare for a smart grid 
future. It’s time to evolve.

Amplex originated from the area of remote control and management of streetlight systems. Later on, our focus expanded to include intelligent 
metering and most recently, we have added Energy Management, Smart Grid and Water Monitoring solutions to our portfolio.

Our mission is to be a world leader in Utility Intelligence. We want to help cities and utilities all over the world to intelligently manage their 
utility assets. The result: Greener cities, higher-quality services and dramatically lower costs.

Our solutions have unlimited scalability and are built on open platforms. With a modular, carrier-neutral platform, we provide real-time data 
from the field. Along with a constantly growing partner network, we have established a global presence and a solid experience in implement-
ing energy efficient solutions in any environment.

Bødker Balles Gård 24-26

8000 Aarhus C

 Denmark

Phone  +45 7199 2525

www.amplex.dk


